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SBI Chair Marianne Karlsen and SBSTA Chair Tosi Mpanu Mpanu open, give brief introduction, and 

directly open the floor for questions. 

BINGO Q: how to ensure that we have meaningful progress? Discussion in CD opening event about 

what “meaningful” means.  Need transparency in order to achieve it.  What are the standards? 

SBI Answer: technical limit for 250 for active participation. 

SBSTA A: 2020 has made it even hard for countries to find right entry point in exchange; we use 

“magic words” like inclusiveness, transparency, relevance, balance.  Trying to push the limit for 

observer participation. But there are limitations. Observer perspective is heard; when taking science 

into account, we need observers especially here.  We also know that the business community is part 

of the answer, it brings creativity and resources. 

Archie Young (COP26 UK Lead Negotiator): points to Open Dialogue as ripe opportunity for 

observer/Party exchange; also pre-2020 mandated events, all broadcasted.  

Julio Cordano (COP25 Presidency): CD starting off so well due to last 10 days work on Race to Zero; 

key outcome was balancing out mitigation component of RtZ with the need for resilience and 

funding for it. 

RINGO Q: building on BINGO’s point, question becomes how are CDs are translating this goal of 

transparency into reality, e.g. limited spots for Art 6 and poster sessions, only 1 each rather than the 

default 2 stated as standard? 

ENGO CAN Q: agrees with BINGO and RINGO, asks 1) how are HRs being included in Art 6?; 2) not yet 

invited to pre 2020 RT; 3) how will CD outcomes feed into COP26?; 4) what is structure for SED? 

LGMA Q: good improvement since June momentum; recommends more use and sharing of 

documents, a la UNEA; likewise translation services need improvement; on NDCs, congrats Chile and 

Rwanda revisions, and Japan’s actions at subnational level, similarly with Korea -> how to continue 

this good NDC work at the subnational level, e.g. more workshops on featuring NDC updates? 

SBI A:  uncharted territory, learning by doing, has opened up extra spots on common timeframes. 

SBSTA A: reaffirms learning by doing, maybe can so the same for Art 6? Thought that all technical 

sessions were open, having included 2 observers per.  Tosie sees 2 levels of discussion on Art 6, one 

technical and one political; technical is now “little bit of a higher level, realized that in Madrid, great 

strides were made, most issues are ripe for now political resolution.” On CAN HR Q, doesn’t know, it 

has been raised over years, since becoming SBSTA chair, he has not been involved in real-time 

negotiation to sense where the issues are; on LGMA, hard for us to volunteer co’s even at local level 

(pointed to US history) given UK Pres domain. 

Julio A: illustrates how scientific collaboration is taking place, both at COP25 via scientific committee 

and UK’s COP26 structure; points to presidency event on climate risks, which gets at 

adaptation/resilience feeding into COP26. 



Archie A: recognizes RINGO’s work with Mia’s team; will follow up on round table invitation per 

Lina’s request; affirms that adaptation is key priority for UK presidency. 

SBI A: on expectation of common timeframe, issues was R 16’d at COP25, but Ps have been refining 

the options since then, now very clear options that need political solution; 2 spots + webcast for 

transparency, with two academic institutions framing sessions; informal session with Ps after, which 

will be closed. 

TUNGO Q: what are Chairs’ views on pandemic recovery and need for jobs/just transition? 

Farmers Q: when KJWA started, Ps wanted to make sure that it would benefit real outcomes to 

farmers in developing countries? How are Parties feeling about achieving this? What are potential 

next steps? 

WGC Q: eco system, biodiversity, and ocean and land dialogue, nature-based solutions and net zero 

concerns. 

ENGO CJN Q: 1) what are the changes on Art 6 that Ps made to make them “ripe,” per Tosi? 

SBSTA A: hears WGC point, repeats 2 slots per transparency set up; on Art 6, when an issue is so 

sensitive, have to be careful on language; I knew that many of the political issues were on 6.2, e.g. 

SoP, so chose to stay away from them, favor instead the technical discussion on 6.4 on baselines and 

additionality, because more conducive to discussion at expert level; on top of this, there will be HoD 

discussions on overall Art 6; as chair, wise not to be prescriptive, come to open space to build from 

good strides in Madrid; on KJWA, been very interesting discussion, not just for farmers, but gender 

and youth, mostly technical at this point (soil health and nutrient management), looking at what can 

be a good landing ground for COP26. 

Archie A: genuine opportunity in scale of stimulus, but need to future proof it for climate impacts 

and transition to new energy jobs; on KJWA, submissions are open on where it’s going next; 

understand concern about net zero, but in UK, adopting it meant that all sectors had clear guidance 

on where to go; on Art 6, it’s for Ps to use technical knowledge to make political decisions. 

Julio A: did make progress on Art 6 at COP25, the last proposal by COP25 president is starting point 

for next negotiations; critical issues have boiled down to divergent views on clear issues, shorter list 

that need to be discussed; see opportunities for pairing oceans agenda with gender agenda. 

 

 


